How did a rural and agrarian English society transform itself into a mercantile and maritime state? What role was played by war and the need for military security? How did geographical ideas inform the construction of English -and then British -political identities? Focusing upon the deployment of geographical imagery and arguments for political purposes, Jonathan Scott's ambitious and interdisciplinary study traces the development of the idea of Britain as an island nation, state and then empire from 1500 to 1800, through literature, philosophy, history, geography and travel writing. One argument advanced in the process concerns the maritime origins, nature and consequences of the English revolution. This is the first general study to examine changing geographical languages in early modern British politics, in an imperial, European and global context. Offering a new perspective on the nature of early modern Britain, it will be essential reading for students and scholars of the period.
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There was a man who was born in Yen but grew up in Chu, and in old age returned to his native country. While he was passing through the state of Jin his companions played a joke on him. They pointed out a city and told him: 'This is the capital of Yen.'
He composed himself and looked solemn.
Inside the city they pointed out a shrine: 'This is the shrine of your quarter.'
He breathed a deep sigh.
They pointed out a hut: 'This is your father's cottage.'
His tears welled up.
They pointed out a mound: 'This is your father's tomb.'
He could not help weeping aloud. His companions roared with laughter. 'We were teasing you. You are still only in Jin.'
The man was very embarrassed. When he reached Yen, and really saw the capital of Yen and the shrine of his quarter, really saw his father's cottage and tomb, he did not feel it so deeply. This study began as a trickle and swept me out to sea. It remains a limited vessel navigating more than one large body of knowledge, but I hope it is seaworthy. I began by reading voyage narratives, most, though not all, maritime. These included the journals of Cook and the frequently hair-raising accounts by early British settlers of their voyages to New Zealand. The travellers were always seasick, there were always storms, and amid the sharks, seabirds, red shrimps off Argentina, and many other creatures and events, life went on: birth, eating, drinking and death. Most travellers arrived. ' [W] e could see the smoke rising from several fires on shore. The coast was by what I could see rocky and steep … we hauled a fine white fish weighing about 40 pounds like our cod and called by the natives harbouker [hapuka, grouper] … Fine night dead calm the harbour like a mirror reflecting all the lights from the little shops that ran along the beach.' 1 This starting point owed something to the work of J. C. Beaglehole, and not only to his famous editorial labours (those footnotes still hold good, and he was an extremely sound judge of south-east Asian tropical fruit). Beaglehole also wrote about seventeenth-century England, gave a brilliant inaugural lecture called 'The New Zealand Scholar', and produced his lip-smacking first book, The Exploration of the Pacific, while a semi-unemployed doctoral graduate trained in an entirely different historical area.
2
Several of the preoccupations informing this study are characteristic of New Zealanders, including, and perhaps especially, expatriates. They include maps, geography, islands, and the mental contemplation of distance in space as well as time. When my father died in 1960 a collection of essays was published in his memory called Distance Looks our Way because for New Zealanders that was the case.
3 This project engages with English and then British thinking about space, at a time when the spatial and cultural parameters of European experience were being revolutionized. It reflects how closely the texts in question intertwined space and time: no geography without history, or vice versa; no voyage without clockface, and eventually chronometer, as well as compass (and stars). It was partly because history informed politics, and geography history, that geography belonged within the political realm. 4 Contemporaries read Thucydides and Livy map in hand.
In the words of Nathaniel Butler, 'as geography without historye seemeth a carkasse without motion, so history without geography wandereth as a vagrant without certaine habitation'.
5 Whether in Camden or Hakluyt, although for different reasons, textual navigation aimed to orient the reader in space and time. For the former, the point of departure was part of the context for explaining the place of arrival. For the latter, voyaging had a chronology essential to the pressing of territorial claims, and the charting of a voyage had to show not only where a traveller had been, but how a reader might get there, vicariously or in practice.
This book has two scholarly purposes. One addresses the early modern English and then British political use of geographical language.
6 Here I have drawn upon the work of historical geographers and scholars of English literature as well as that of historians. I have not mastered the field of early modern geography. What I suggest is that geography has been a relatively neglected component of the history of political ideas. While historical geographers examine the politics and religion of early modern geography, and historians of political thought examine constitutional and moral languages, there has been no general attempt to map the changing geographical language of English and then British politics, despite its crucial role in creating an image of the state. 7 While there have been important literary analyses of the national content of early modern texts, including travel writing and geography, this study attempts to understand the geographical components of early modern British political thought, sub-national, national, regional and imperial.
8 Its subject is the geographical articulation of political identities, particularly as these concerned the relationship of land to sea.
9
My second and related focus is upon how a rural and agrarian English society transformed its government in a mercantile and maritime direction under the extreme pressure of war. This process took centuries, infinite ingenuity, blood and treasure, and remained highly incomplete. Yet as a process capable of being analysed historically it raises the question: what happens to politics when you add water? Although this society depended upon both fresh and salt water, the emphasis in early modern political writing, for reasons of economic and military security, was increasingly upon the challenge posed by the sea. Here I draw upon historiographies concerning state formation, empire, and maritime and naval history. Having previously worked with the first, I am, however, newer to the others. 10 Water is now hot, and in particular '[t]he history of the sea has become so complex, so multidimensional, that its potentialities may be lost '. 11 This huge topic cannot here be treated systematically. However, it is an inescapable context for understanding the construction of early modern England's and Britain's political and geographical selfimage. 12 Commonwealth Principles looked in more detail at some maritime components of English republicanism, in writing and practice.
13 Both set these themes in a European, and particularly Anglo-Dutch, framework. This book is a sequel to England's Troubles which investigates articulations of early modern England's European identity from the perspective of geography rather than religion. It examines what English and Scottish writers made of a geography as characteristically European as their religion, and which embroiled them no less inescapably in the sanguinary affairs of Europe locally, regionally and globally. It is a successor to Commonwealth Principles in being a study in the history of ideas focused upon primary texts, in this case manuscript as well as published. Returning once more in this context to AngloDutch history is not to suggest that it has been neglected. However, the duration, multifaceted nature and cumulatively transformative impact of Dutch upon early modern English history remains underexplored. The situation is serious: even cricket was a Flemish import. 14 Geography and the sea come together here in the figure of the island. Although islands have become another preoccupation of New Zealanders, long before that English and then British people came to describe themselves as islanders. 15 An island for early modern Europeans was not what it is for New Zealanders now. While contemporaries never failed to distinguish between water and land, they had an almost endless analytical repertoire for dealing with each, and with their relationship to each other. This book examines development of the idea of Britain as an island nation, state and then empire. For this the sources are voluminous, left by a society whose religious and political debates were saturated with images of the natural world, and whose imperial experience was intertwined with the ambitions and observational practices of natural philosophy. They include works of polemic, counsel, poetry, drama, satire, geography, history, natural philosophy, maritime treatises, political philosophy and travel writing.
